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Challenge:  

An Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) sought out WorldLink as a trusted partner to deploy a 
next-generation telecom communication infrastructure across markets nationwide. The client wanted 
to leverage WorldLink’s workforce management solutions to manage vital end-to-end logistics for 
systems engineering in the field that serviced markets throughout the United States. 

Process:  

To meet the challenge and scale up a highly-technical nationwide workforce quickly, while 

maintaining quality candidates and executing against SLAs. WorldLink developed a solution that 

included: 

 Writing specific job descriptions 

 Locating both active and passive candidates for 

consideration 

 Coordinating interviews 

 Performing technical assessments to qualify candidates 

 Onboarding of approved candidates 

 Asset distribution and recollection for a mobile Workforce 

 Managing the resources on the project 
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300 resources 
Source, qualified & placed in 
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Nationwide 
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Outcome: 

The client achieved large time and cost savings by partnering with WorldLink’s Workforce 
Solutions team. Although the initial deployment wave consisted of hiring 300 technical 
resources in 90 days, the project eventually swelled up to over 1,000 contractors. The client 
worked closely with WorldLink to achieve positive business outcomes. The turnkey project 
allowed the OEM to deploy a skilled team to oversee the client’s telecommunications 
network nationwide, while leveraging WorldLink’s ability to source, qualify, process and are 
for difficult-to-find contractors.  

Upon Workforce deployment, WorldLink continued to manage the contractors until the 
project was completed beyond client expectations. Of additional value to the client. 
WorldLink was able to track and collect distributed assets for a disparate Workforce located 
throughout the country, reducing costs.  

 

 

Here’s how we 
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